In break-junction experiments, the electrical contact between two metal electrodes is broken. When opening the junction, one or more molecules can be trapped between the electrodes and thereby contacted which allows their transport properties to be investigated. Statistical analysis of data plotted in histograms is generally used to determine the values of molecular conductance and the variations therefrom. In this paper, the effect of direct electron tunneling between the metal electrodes on the molecular conductance measurement is discussed. It is shown that this tunneling forms a parallel conductance channel that can influence both the position and the distribution of the apparent molecular conductance extracted from histogram peaks. Criteria to recognize the effect of this form of parallel tunneling path in comparison to the molecular transport path in the experimental data are established. With the help of analytic models and simulations, it will be shown how to disentangle the contributions of several physical variation sources on the resulting position, height, and width of the histogram peaks. Finally, the plotting of 2D histograms is described as a practical method to help distinguish the effects of molecular conductance from those of direct electrode-electrode tunneling.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ultimate goal of molecular electronics is the realization of devices relying on single-molecule electrical transport. Switches, memory elements, sensors, and diodes have been proposed and demonstrated to function on the single molecular level. The electrical addressing of individual molecules is technically challenging in the sense that two (or more) electrodes need to be placed such that a molecule bridges them.
Break-junction techniques 1, 2 are perhaps the most powerful methods to contact individual molecules. In some of these approaches, an electrical contact between two metal electrodes is broken by mechanical actuation. After the contact has been broken, the electrodes still are in close proximity, and sometimes one or more molecules can be trapped in the junction driven by the electric field applied or/and the solvent exchange in the liquid environment. If the break-junction setup allows mechanical actuation of the contacts, then the experiment of opening a gap and trapping a molecule can be repeated to obtain statistically relevant data. There are two experimental methods that are used predominantly: In a scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)-based break junction, 2 measurements are performed in liquid in which the molecules of interest have been dissolved. In the vacuum-based mechanically controlled break junction (MCBJ) 1 operated under vacuum, the molecules need to be deposited by drop casting, for example. In these or similar experimental setups, a current is measured continuously (under a fixed applied bias) while the electrodes are being moved apart: from the initial breaking of the metallic contact, via states in which one or more molecules are trapped in the junction, until, after continuous pulling, the junction is opened completely and only tunneling currents can be measured. For the small bias typically applied across the junction (usually chosen in a range of up to a few hundred mV), transport occurs in a nonresonant manner in break-junction-based histogram measurements.
The main issue of the break-junction techniques is that they are essentially blind to the actual arrangement of molecules in the junction. It is not a priori clear whether a single molecule or several molecules are probed simultaneously. The commonly accepted method to demonstrate that indeed only a single molecule is measured is to collect statistics over many of such opening traces. Usually all conductance data measured are plotted as histograms. Peaks in histograms (accumulations of certain conductance values) indicate preferential conductances of the molecular junction that may be attributed to molecular transport. Ideally histogram peaks that are at (integer) multiples of a given conductance value indicate the measurement of a discrete number of molecules in the junction. [2] [3] [4] Unfortunately, most histograms do not allow such clear conclusions, and scientists thus often refer to "molecular signature" rather than "single-molecule conductance."
Nevertheless, the amount of information obtained from such a statistical analysis of break-junction experiments is impressive. 5 Among the results obtained are the dependence of single-molecule conductance on the molecule's length 6, 7 and the conjugation. 8, 9 Also, intramolecular features such as the twist angle between aromatic rings in a single biphenyl molecule [10] [11] [12] have been studied. More recently, the effect of the environment 13, 14 and the role of the anchor groups were examined. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Even binary conductance can be addressed with statistical analysis. 20, 21 The basic information of a histogram is the position and the width of the conductance peaks. The width of the histogram peak is usually attributed to variations of the conductance due to various possible configurations of the molecule in the junction, especially with respect to the exact atomic position of the anchoring group on the metal surface. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] The variation hence depends on the type of anchoring group, the number of bonding geometries, the length of the molecule, etc. Due to the rather insulating characteristics of the molecules and the hence quite dominating contact effects, the variations are usually large and can easily extend over an entire decade. These variations are expected to relate to the variability in devices fabricated even for a fixed gap distance.
The "blindness" of the experimentalist with respect to the exact arrangement of the molecule in the junction in combination with the need for statistical analysis to interpret the data poses a certain risk: Effects other than the simple single-molecular conductance may influence the data and may be missed in their interpretation. In this contribution, we address the mechanism of direct electron tunneling between the electrodes as an additional transport channel besides the molecular channel (in the following referred to as parallel or direct tunneling). This alters both the peak position and the width of the apparent molecular conductance. By analysis of the literature, modeling, and simulation we will show that this effect is not only likely to happen, but may even significantly effect the conductance values observed by shifting them by up to 100%.
II. DIRECT ELECTRODE-ELECTRODE TUNNELING
The predominant and conventional view with respect to interpreting conductance histograms is reproduced in Fig. 1(a) : Immediately after breaking the direct metal-metal contact, the molecular junction is formed, in which the molecule is situated between two apexes of the electrode metal. In contrast, we claim that other arrangements of the molecule between the metal contacts are possible and should be considered. For example, an arrangement as shown in Fig. 1(b) , (ii), may occur, in which, after breaking the metal contact, one or more paths for direct tunneling are present that may contribute to the measured conductance. In this paper we consider such situations where direct tunneling occurs and for which Fig. 1 (b) represents only one of many possible configurations. The situation might even be much more complex if one considers the case of more than one molecule being trapped. Situations with more than one molecule in the junction will also be considered in the simulations within this manuscript.
To model the parallel tunneling effect, we need to capture the essential physics valid to many experimental situations. A reasonable simplification is to model parallel tunneling as depicted in Fig. 1(b) . A conductance trace of an opening junction would go through the following stages. First, the metal-metal contact is pulled apart until a quantum point contact (QPC) of gold is formed with a conductance value of ≈1 G 0 (i). At this stage, a molecule may already have bridged the gap but does not change the conductance since the conductance of the molecule g m is much smaller than G 0 . In the next step (ii), the QPC ruptures and both a tunneling conductance channel and a molecular conductance channel contribute to the total current. As can be extracted from Kamenetska et al., 27 the distance between the gold tips immediately after rupture is approximately 0.3 nm because of the built-in strain and its release upon rupture (Kamenetska et al. measure the difference between trace length L introduced below and the distance needed to push back until a contact with >1 G 0 is achieved). This abrupt jump out of contact leads to a discontinuity in the opening trace, e.g., down to 10 −2 G 0 . Moving the two gold tips farther apart, the distance between them increases, and the direct electron tunneling between the electrode tips decreases accordingly. The molecular anchoring groups will be dragged along the side walls of the electrodes, finally reaching the very tips (iii).
This situation (iii) is now comparable to the "ideal" geometry depicted in Fig. 1(a) . In this stage, before rupture of the molecular bond, one may consider stretching of the gold contact and/or the molecule (e.g., floppy molecules such as alkanes). Studies considering such effects 27 conclude that molecular stretching plays only a minor role. This conclusion may well be widely valid, because almost all molecules being studied today have extended π -electron systems, leading to a high stiffness of the molecule. Stretching of the molecule will therefore not be explicitly considered in this study, except for implicit variations in the molecular conductance as discussed below. Most importantly, we treat situation (iii) only as the limiting point of the range of geometries depicted in (ii).
Finally, (iv), after rupture of the molecular junction, tunneling between the electrodes (maybe even through a part of the molecule) can be observed. Whether the metal-molecule bond is broken or a metal atom is pulled out of the electrodes is not of importance for this study.
Exemplarily, a conductance trace illustrating all stages, (i) to (iv), is shown schematically in Fig. 1(c) . As already described, in segment (i), the conductance of the metal-metal contact is measured and is typically around or above 1 G 0 . In segment (ii), the conductance comprises both the molecular and the direct electron tunneling contribution. The conductance is not constant because of the distance dependence of the direct tunneling conductance. After rupture of the molecular bond (iv), only direct tunneling between the electrodes is measured.
A corresponding histogram is shown in Fig. 1(d) . The shape of such histograms depends on whether binning and plotting are performed on a linear or logarithmic scale. This is discussed in detail in Appendix A. Disregarding the conductance of the metal-metal contact, we identify four characteristic regions (I) to (IV). A measurement would not find conductance in regions (I) and (III) [as seen already in Fig. 1(c) ]. Region (II) corresponds to segment (ii) with both direct electron tunneling and molecular conductance, whereas in region (IV) and segment (iv) there is only direct electron tunneling between the electrodes.
Even before doing the analysis described below, we can already formulate arguments why this model is relevant: The strongest prediction of parallel tunneling is the predominance of monotonically decaying conductance values in individual traces. In the studies referred to here, 3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 12, 13, [16] [17] [18] [19] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] this can be observed in almost all cases, with a few notable exceptions. 9, 19 One may argue that such variations in the conductance in individual opening cycles are due to the different bonding sites (as mentioned above) or a molecule coupled to only one electrode and having a variable electronic overlap to the counter electrode (e.g., alkanes, oligophenylenes, etc.). However, it is not clear at all why they should then be distributed along the traces in such a way that most changes happen initially, settling down to a more constant value with increased stretching. And, as mentioned above, the ability to stretch (and possibly maintain a constant value due to a constant contact configuration), as shown in Fig. 1(a) , would lead to trace lengths that are by far shorter than the experimentally observed plateau lengths. Moreover, the observation seems to be independent of the choice of anchoring groups (see below).
In the following analysis, we will begin by modeling individual traces and histograms accounting for parallel tunneling. Later we will add statistics and parameter distributions that are expected to occur in experiments. From the calculations the limits at which the parallel tunneling effect will not be of significance will become clear, namely, when the trace lengths are sufficiently large so that direct electrode-electrode tunneling conductance has decayed far below the molecular conductance most of the time.
III. MODELING DIRECT ELECTRODE-ELECTRODE TUNNELING

A. The ideal case
First we consider the case when no molecule is trapped between the electrodes. After rupture of the atomic contact [segment (i) in Fig. 1(c) ], a tunneling conductance g T can be measured. It typically has an exponential distance dependence: g T = g 0T exp(−d/λ). Here, the two parameters are the prefactor g 0T and the decay length λ. They depend on the electrode geometry, the work functions of the electrodes in the corresponding environment (vacuum, solution). The electrode distance d is defined to be zero at the point of rupture of the metallic contact (≈1 G 0 ). Other choices would result in different g 0T (see below for an extended discussion of this parameter).
The resulting conductance trace and conductance histogram of pure direct tunneling between the electrodes are given as dashed red lines in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively. Note that the appearance of the two tunneling curves as linear and constant in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively, results from suitable logarithmic scaling of the axes and the binning functions. As it has been argued that either logarithmic 30 or linear 17 binning is more suitable, a comparison of these two binning types for either linear or logarithmic plotting is given in Appendix A. In the following, we will use linear binning and linear plotting for individual peaks and logarithmic binning and logarithmic plotting for overview histograms.
Next, consider a molecule of conductance g m to be in the junction for distances between the electrodes ranging from 0 to the point of rupture denoted as trace length, L. The measured total conductance then becomes g = g m + g T for d < L, and g = g T otherwise.
Note that in the conductance histogram N (g) [blue symbols in Fig. 1(d) ] there are no counts at the "true" conductance g m of the molecule. In contrast, all counts that do not belong to the "tunneling background" [region (IV)] are in region (II) and are all at conductance values above g m . Also, with parallel tunneling present, there will be no peak narrower than
), regardless of other factors and distributions as calculated below. This already indicates how we can estimate whether parallel tunneling is of importance in a particular experimental case: We have to compare the value of g D with g m . For this we have to know the onset of tunneling g 0T , the trace length L, and the decay length of the tunneling current lambda. This implies that the longer the molecule the less likely it is to be an issue. Also, for molecules with large conductance g m similar or larger than g 0T there is no significant parallel tunneling.
The resulting ideal histogram [blue symbols in Fig. 1(d) ] has characteristic regions: In (I) and (III) no counts are found. However, in a realistic experiment, a mixture of pure tunneling traces (no molecules being captured) and traces containing molecules will be present, so we expect no counts only in (I), whereas (II) to (IV) are uniformly increased by additional counts from pure tunneling traces (see also Ref. 28) . In region (II), a peak arises owing to the molecular conductance with a path of direct tunneling between the electrodes in parallel. Again, note that the actual molecular conductance g m is found outside this region in (III). Finally, region (IV) is due to direct tunneling between the electrodes.
B. Variations
In realistic experiments, the parameters governing the conductance histograms will be statistically distributed. In the following, we consider the effect of variations of the conductance of the molecule, g m , the prefactor of the tunneling curve, g 0T (equivalent to a variation of the initial electrode spacing after rupturing the gold QPC), and the trace length, L. Finally, the variation of the number of molecules, n m , in the junction will also be considered. We do not explicitly discuss a variation of λ for the following reason. The decay length λ enters the analysis only in conjunction with the trace length, typically as a fraction, L/λ. Mathematically, a variation of λ can therefore be expressed as a variation of L with a suitable distribution function.
Where possible, closed analytic expressions for the histograms N(g) for different distribution functions of g m , g 0T , L, and n m will be given in Appendix B. However, there is no analytic solution N(g) for Gaussian distributions of g m , g 0T , L, and n m . Different distributions will therefore be solved numerically. For both numerical and analytical solutions individual traces are assumed to have a fixed set of parameters, and statistics is done by integrating/summing traces with different parameters. A variation of parameters during an individual trace will lead to the same results. Figure 2 shows examples of the effect of parameter distributions around typical values, namely, g M = 10 −4 G 0 , L = 0.25 nm, λ = 0.044 nm, and g 0T = 10 −2 G 0 . These will be discussed in the following.
Variations in molecular conductance
Let us first consider variations in the molecular conductance g m . Experimental evidence of variations in the molecular conductance is commonly taken from the width of conductance histogram peaks. In almost all cases, the width of the peaks in the histograms is large; the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is typically 30%-100% of the mean conductance value of the peak. The width is commonly attributed to variations of the chemical bonding sites on the atomic scale. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] For example, the sulfur atom in a gold-thiol bond may be attached to the gold in bridge or top positions of gold surfaces at various orientations. Interestingly, the width of the peak (relative to its value) does not seem to depend strongly on the molecule length or functionality, the experimental parameters, or even the contacting chemistry. The width of the conductance peaks for simple molecules, such as single phenyls or biphenyls, varies significantly. However, remarkably the width always exceeds a minimum width of tens of percent regardless of whether the molecules are terminated with thiolate, 3, 7, 8, 15, 18, 20, 26, 30, 31 amines, [15] [16] [17] [18] 31 thiophenes, 19 phosphines, 31 pyridines, 27 or even fullerenes. 18 Atomistic simulations predict significant variations in conductance when comparing different bond geometries of thiols on gold. [22] [23] [24] [25] 34, 35 An interesting experimental study by Kamenetska et al. compares alkanes with amine, methyl sulfide, and dimethyl phosphine linker groups bound to gold electrodes. 31 The peak widths of conductance histograms measured were around 50%, but simulations of single traces exhibited even larger variations.
In most experimental observations, the width of the observed conductance peaks did not allow the conductance variations of a single molecule, g m , to be separated from a broadening due to a variation of the number of molecules conducting in parallel. However, in some remarkable exceptions, a distinction between the two became possible, as achieved, for example, by Li et al., 36 albeit through using data-selection schemes. There the width of the peaks was narrow enough to conclude on the existence of several conductance peaks. In this section, we focus on single-molecule histograms and will return to the question of multiple molecules in a junction later. We choose an assumed 40% spread of conductance values for demonstration purposes.
Figure 2(b) shows histograms obtained using the same parameters as before, but this time with variations in the molecular conductance g m using a Gaussian (or normal) distribution and a box distribution between two conductance values. The histogram for the box distribution can be solved analytically (see Appendix B). For a box distribution of conductance values between g m1 and g m2 , with g m2 > g m1 , a maximum in the histogram is found at g J 2 = g 0T exp(−l/λ) + g m2 . Again the conductance peak is highest at a conductance value higher than the maximum in the molecular conductance g m2 . Interestingly, the width (FWHM) of the peak in the histogram turns out to be exactly equal to the distribution width of the molecular conductance plus the tunneling width discussed above: g D + g m , with g m = g m2 − g m1 . To a certain extent this also holds for Gaussian distributions in the example given. [The FWHM of 7.5 × 10 −5 of the histogram is roughly the sum of the width of the molecular conductance distribution of 4 × 10 −5 and the width of the histograms for the case without molecular conductance variation in Fig. 2(a 
Variations in tunneling current
Another, equally important source of variation is the magnitude of the tunneling current. The current between the electrodes as observed by the experimentalists can be described by g T = g 0T exp(−d/λ). The tunneling current is governed by the two parameters g 0T and λ. The decay length λ enters the parallel current only in conjunction with the trace length L, typically as the ratio between the two (see analytic solutions in Appendix B). Therefore, simplifying, a variation of λ will be treated as a variation in L given in the following subsection.
The distance d is defined here with respect to the position of the breaking of the metal-metal QPC, where we define d = 0. The true spacing z 0 between the atoms at the apexes of the electrodes at this point [transition from segment (i) to (ii) in Fig. 1(b) ] is subject to variations from trace to trace in the experiment. However, as we can express the equation also in terms of the true spacing g T = g 0T exp(−z/λ), it becomes clear that the variation of z 0 is empirically found in variations of g 0T via g 0T = g 0T exp(−z 0 /λ). Therefore, variations in g 0T include variations in the prefactor g 0T due to variations in the barrier height and the exact geometry of the two metal tips after rupture of the metallic contact. In the following we look at variations in g 0T which can be conveniently identified in individual traces as well as in the histograms [see Figs. 1(c) and
A distribution of g 0T has two effects on the conductance histograms, as shown in the simulation results of Fig. 2(c) (again with the same simulation parameters). First, the maximum number of counts at the peak of the histogram is lower than in the ideal case shown in Fig. 2(a) . Thereby the peak width increases by a factor of 2 × [1 − 1/(1 + g 0T 2 /g 0T 1 )] if a box distribution between g 0T 2 and g 0T 1 is chosen. In other words the FWHM of the peak will be between 1 and 2 times the width using nondistributed, fixed parameters, which result in FWHM = g D as shown above.
The second effect of a distribution of g 0T is a smoothing out of the step transition between regions (I) and (II). This is observed easily in experiments and is an important observation, because it provides a means to determine the distribution of g 0T . To illustrate this, the width of the distribution used in the simulation is overlaid with the resulting histogram in Fig. 2 
(c).
It is somewhat easier to recognize in the logarithmic than in the linear plotting. In the literature 3,9,10,16,21,28,30,31,37 g 0T values from 0.1 G 0 down to 10 −4 G 0 are found. Distributions of g 0T can be also recognized 10, 28, 30 and have a width of at least one decade vide infra. This may appear large, but a variation of this magnitude requires a variation of z 0 of only about 0.1 nm.
Variations in trace length
By virtue of the design of break-junction experiments in either MCBJ-or STM-based configurations, namely, that single-molecule contacts are formed and broken and survive some "stretching" when clamped between the electrodes, the trace length L is a variable that is expected and known to vary significantly. The distribution function of the trace lengths depends on the specific system and the model assumptions. For example, an idealized geometry as depicted for illustrative purposes in Fig. 1(b) with mobile anchor groups at both ends should have a small variation of trace lengths around a value given by the molecule length minus the electrode spacing right after rupture of the gold atoms. For other electrode geometries or if the anchor groups cannot always move freely at both ends, a distribution may have very different shapes.
Should the simple picture of parallel electron tunneling as presented in Fig. 1(b) be a suitable description of experiments, then we can require that trace-length distributions be limited to the length of the molecules being tested (including the bond lengths to the electrodes). Luckily, the distribution of trace lengths can be measured directly in experiments, and the observations support this picture by showing that the trace-length distributions exhibit indeed the predicted behavior. 15, 27 Trace-length distributions have been reported to be either rather flat between zero and a certain length, 12 ,31 form a Gaussian-line distribution around a mean value, 15 or show a monotonous reduction 16 in probability as a function of L. To reflect this, we performed three simulations using a flat distribution between 0 and 0.5 nm, a linearly decreasing probability between 0 and 0.5 nm and a Gaussian distribution around 0.5 nm. The results are shown in Fig. 2(d) . The main qualitative difference from the case without parameter variation [ Fig. 2(a) ] is that regions (III) and (IV) are replaced by a single region of gradually decreasing counts with increasing conductance. This can readily be understood by considering that the size of region (III) [or the transition point between (III) and (IV)] depends explicitly on L. Note that the histogram is very asymmetric around the peak value: It is lower on the side of lower conductance [in the now merged region (III)/(V)] than on the side of higher conductance [region (II)]. This is a very universal observation found in many of the experimental data cited; see Hybertsen et al. 17 for a specific example. In addition, the flat background at lower conductances is now much higher and reveals a slope which might be misinterpreted as an additional conductance peak.
Otherwise, as already implicit from above discussion, the longest traces in the distribution contribute the most to the conductance peak in the histogram. This is illustrated in the strong dependence of the peak height and peak width on the choice of the three different distributions. Measures to account for dominating traces will be discussed later.
Variations of the number of molecules in a junction
Finally, the number of molecules n m in a junction can vary (see Fig. 3 ), even though the declared target are singlemolecule measurements. Trapping of more than one molecule is assisted by the attractive electric field applied (sometimes several 100 meV), the free motion of molecules in solution, the mobility of the linker group on the surfaces, intermolecular attractive forces, etc. There may be traces in which no molecule is trapped at all (pure tunneling between the electrodes), whereas at other times more than one molecule is present in the junction. However, this cannot be simply understood and modeled as a sum of histograms corresponding to different numbers of molecules n m = 0,1,2,... in the junction for the following reason. Consider a junction with n m molecules attached to the two electrodes. Then the conductance will be the sum of the molecular conductances-for example, g(d) = g T (d) + n m g m . However, the snap-off distance at which the molecules detach may vary. In other words, after a certain length L 1 , the conductance may be g(d) = g T (d) + (n m − 1) g m , and so on after L 2 , etc. An opening conductance trace reflecting this assumption is shown in Fig. 3(a) . It is unlikely that all molecules detach at the same instant.
This has a significant influence on the histograms observed. The peaks corresponding to an increasing number of molecules in the junction will be increased by counts corresponding to traces with fewer molecules. The resulting histogram is neither a sum of histograms for a certain distribution of L's, i.e., reflecting the given L 1 , L 2 , etc., nor is it a sum of histograms corresponding to different numbers of molecules. Figure 3(c) shows simulated histograms with varying number of molecules trapped in the junction. It is remarkable, and important, that although most traces are simulated to have only a single molecule trapped in the junction, the peak corresponding to two trapped molecules has the largest number of counts. The most important conclusion to be drawn from the simulation is that although the relative probability of having more than Fig. 2(a) ] with the case of a Gaussian distribution of molecules (black circles). For the red curve an additional variation of molecular conductance was simulated (Gaussian variation of 85% around the mean value of 10 −4 G 0 ). Parameters as in Fig. 2. one molecule in the junction may be low, the histogram may be just as high in the areas corresponding to more than one molecule as it is in areas corresponding to a single molecule. In particular, if additional broadening occurs (see red curve and examples discussed below) then a shift of the apparent peak position by a factor of two with respect to the nominal molecular conductance can easily occur.
Histograms with combined variations
As has become apparent from the discussion so far, the combination of the aforementioned variations is not a simple superposition of the effects that single parameter variations have on conductance histograms. The discussion so far primarily served to help understand the influence of each individual parameter. Now, we simulate histograms in which all the above variations are varied simultaneously. The results are plotted in Fig. 4 . For comparison, the situation without parallel tunneling effect (i.e., no direct electron tunneling between the metal electrodes) is also included.
As shown in Fig. 4 we find that not only has the peak position shifted up by roughly a factor of 2, but also the apparent width of the histogram peak has increased strongly (note the logarithmic scale of the plot).
The result is important, in particular in view of the fact that for each variation assumed, typical values from theory or experiment have been used. At the same time it should be obvious that a clearly weaker tunneling contribution is already present for traces that are 0.1 nm longer than in this example (which means that transport measurements with longer molecules will be less prone to the parallel tunneling effect). To conclude on the position and the width of conductance distribution from histogram peaks to an accuracy better than an order of magnitude therefore requires some detailed analysis. A proposed method is shown in the following.
IV. UNDERSTANDING CONDUCTANCE DISTRIBUTION USING 2D HISTOGRAMS
We can conclude that the presence of direct tunneling between the electrodes is not only a realistic effect that occurs in many experiments reported. Furthermore, it has a significant effect on the interpretation of conductance histograms. As discussed above, there are indicators that allow one to recognize tunneling effects [decaying conductance traces, a jump in conductance (g J − g D ) of only one decade, symmetric distribution peaks in logarithmic plots, etc.]. 
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The question arises as to how one can disentangle the different contributions and recover the original molecular conductance distribution. Of the publications studied in preparation of this paper, almost none provided sufficient information to quantify the possible direct electrode-electrode tunneling, although the majority of data published exhibit signatures of parallel tunneling contributions.
There are several approaches to tackle this issue, 6 including suitable data selection schemes, 26, 28 which will be discussed in a future publication. Here, we would like to mention one promising method that has already been used to extract more information from statistical data. 18, 21, 31 The motivation is rather straightforward. Almost all relevant information on potential parallel tunneling can be extracted from the measured data if the data are not reduced to simple histograms. An easy way to do this is to plot the histograms not only as a function of conductance, but also as a function of the increasing distance from the Au-Au breaking. To do this a suitable zero point of distance has to be defined. As a metallic contact between the electrodes can have conductances down to 1 G 0 , it appears plausible to define this rupturing point as zero. As mentioned above, immediately after rupture the distance between the gold electrodes may already be several s angstroms.
To demonstrate the further insight gained through such 2D histograms, we chose data published of break-junction measurements of dimethylphosphino butane in a gold-based break junction in solvent 31 as a working example. In this particularly complete publication most relevant information can be extracted. A 2D histogram relates the conductance to the trace length. From the discussion above, it is very likely that the histograms are significantly broadened by parallel tunneling. To estimate the effect, we simulated a histogram using as much experimental data as possible as input parameters. The 2D histogram could be well reproduced by visual inspection using the distributions plotted in Fig. 5 . A comparison of the conventional histogram to the simulated distribution of molecular conductances demonstrates that if direct electrodeelectrode tunneling is present, the 1D histogram alone will not carry sufficient information.
To extract estimates of the effect of parallel tunneling we propose to proceed as described in the following. The most important number to know is g D . If this is comparable to or larger than g m then parallel tunneling will be important. To determine g D we need g 0T , λ, and L. From Fig. 5(a) we can estimate g 0T by looking at conductance values at zero distance. In order to determine λ, we need to find the signature of tunneling traces (either pure tunneling without molecule or the section after rupturing the junction); in this semi-logarithmic plot [ Fig. 5(a) ] this signature appears as straight lines decaying from g 0T at zero distance. In this case we find a decay over approximately two decades in conductance over nearly 0.3 nm distance. The trace length, finally, can be estimated to be distributed in the area from 0.3 to 0.5 nm. For a more detailed analysis, an initial guess of the distribution of g 0T can be deduced from the conductance value distribution at zero distance, and the distribution of L by plotting the distance values for the peak conductance (extracted from the 1D histogram). The position and distribution of g m can then be calculated using the equations given and comparing them to the observed width and position of the conductance peak. Whether there is evidence of a variation of the number of molecules in the junction, can be estimated most directly in regarding the shape and width (in terms of conductance) of the main band of conductance as a function of distance, In this particular case, a shoulder in the 1D histogram at about twice the conductance of the peak value already implies that more than one molecule has to be taken into account.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have discussed the influence of direct electron tunneling between the electrodes in break-junction experiments of molecular conductance. This phenomenon occurs in typical molecular transport measurements and is manifested in an additional parallel transport path to the molecular one. We have established criteria to recognize the presence of this form of parallel tunneling in the experimental data, as summarized in Fig. 6 . With the help of simulations, we were able to distinguish the contributions of several physical variation sources on the resulting position, height, and width of the histogram peaks. Finally, the plotting of 2D histograms is described as a practical method to help distinguish the effects of molecular conductance from those of direct electrode-electrode tunneling.
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APPENDIX A: LINEAR VERSUS LOGARITHMIC BINNING AND PLOTTING
It has been discussed in the literature 17, 30 which kind of plotting of data will allow the best interpretation. In principle, one may choose linear versus logarithmic binning and linear versus logarithmic plotting of the data. In Fig. 7 , the same data as in Fig. 1 are plotted in various ways.
The possible subtraction of traces that had no molecule in the junction and are only due to tunneling between the electrodes is one of the main motivations to use logarithmic binning. 30 Pure tunneling then produces merely a constant offset in the y axis (counts), which can easily be subtracted. Linear scaling, however, makes it very difficult to discriminate tunneling from molecular conductance.
In almost all cases, the value and variation of molecular conductance are of interest in a linear binning. Typically, one expresses the distribution as Gaussian on such a linear scale. Therefore, the position and width of conductance value distribution can be read more faithfully in linear binning than in logarithmic binning. 17 However, as pointed out in this paper, it may not suffice to use logarithmic binning to easily discriminate tunneling and linear binning to fit distributions if parallel tunneling is present. The same set of model data (using the same parameters as in Fig. 1 ) is put into different histograms to show the effect of binning and the choice of scaling.
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The maximum of the distribution [in region (II) ] is again at g J 2 ,
and the FWHM is calculated to be
The width is therefore between 1 and 2 times the width dictated by the variation-free width of parallel tunneling from Eq. (B4).
c. Distribution of trace lengths L
By virtue of the design of the break-junction experiments in either MCBJ-or STM-based configurations, namely, that single-molecule contacts are formed and broken and survive some "stretching" when clamped between the electrodes, the trace length is a variable that has to be expected to vary significantly. When only the trace length is varied, the solution is simple. We first express the histogram N as a function of distance d. 
Using Eq. (B1) we can transform this back into a function of conductance for g J 2 < g < g J 1 :
The maximum of the distribution lies between g J 1 and g J 2 at g m + e(g J 2 − g m ) and amounts to
The analytic equation of the FWHM is lengthy and has been omitted for space reasons. The FWHM has a lower limit of g 0T exp( ) and obtain for g D2 < g < g D1 accordingly
For the case in which the two regions of uncertainty given by [g D2 ,g D1 ] and [g J 2 ,g J 1 ] overlap, the two expressions for N must be added in that region of overlap.
